
     

 

 

 

Wars and Rumors Of War Spread Across The Globe 

 Most of us just want to live in peace, but leaders 

all over the world are preparing for more war.  In 
fact, at this point it appears that the entire globe 
is being gripped by a really bad case of war 
fever.   

As I write this article, the Economic Community 
of West African States is warning that it could 
invade the nation of Niger if coup leaders do not 
reinstate President Mohamed Bazoum.  Of 
course the leaders of the coup do not intend to 
back down, and so there will probably be 

war.  But that will be a relatively small conflict compared to others that are looming on the horizon. 

On Monday, we learned that over 3,000 U.S. troops have arrived in the Red Sea... 

More than 3,000 United States military personnel have arrived in the Red Sea aboard two warships, 
part of a beefed up response from Washington after tanker seizures by Iran, the US Navy said Monday. 

The deployment adds to a growing US military buildup in tense Gulf waterways vital to the global oil 
trade and led Tehran on Monday to accuse the US of inflaming regional instability. 

This is part of an ongoing effort by the Biden administration to bolster U.S. forces in the region, and it 
is hoped that a larger U.S. presence will deter Iran from taking control of any more internationally 
flagged ships... 

Their arrival followed a U.S. announcement last month it would deploy a destroyer, F-35 and F-16 
warplanes, along with the Amphibious Readiness Group/Marine Expeditionary Unit, to the Middle 
East to deter Iran from seizing ships in the Gulf. 
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“Let us be alert to the season in which we are living. It is the season of the Blessed Hope, calling for us to 

cut our ties with the world and build ourselves on this One who will soon appear. He is our hope—a 

Blessed Hope enabling us to rise above our times and fix our gaze upon Him.”    Tozer 

 



The U.S. military says Iran has either seized or attempted to take control of nearly 20 internationally 
flagged ships in the region over the past two years and the Biden White House wants to see more 
forces in the region to stand ready to engage Iran if required, as Breitbart News reported. 

Meanwhile, it is being reported that the city of Damascus was just "rocked by Israeli missile strikes"... 
 
After weeks of relative quiet, the Syrian capital of Damascus was rocked by Israeli missile strikes in 
the early Monday morning hours, resulting in the deaths of four Syrian soldiers and several more 
wounded, according to state agency SANA. 
 
The attack also caused unspecified "material damage" - while multiple inbound projectiles were 
reportedly intercepted by Syrian air defense. Videos which emerged in the aftermath appeared to 
show intercept explosions above the city in the overnight hours. 
 
Tensions in the Middle East haven't been this high in decades, and a major war could erupt at literally 
any time. 
 
But I don't think that planners in the west are anticipating a major war in the Middle East in 2023. 
 
My personal opinion is that if a big move in the region is planned, it will be in 2024. 
 
Meanwhile, the much-hyped "counter-offensive" in Ukraine is not going very well... 
 
On Aug. 3-5, the Armed Forces of Ukraine (AFU) lost 2,040 additional men, bringing Ukrainian 
casualties to over 45,000 since the beginning of the "Counter-Offensive" June 4. The AFU has 
approx. 200.000 combat soldiers, 36.000 of which were trained at NATO bases like Grafenwöhr, 
Germany in the past months. 
 
Writing on Russian Sputnik News, US Maj. Scott Ritter called the Ukrainian attack on heavily 
defended Russian lines with inexperienced troops and no air support a "massacre", with Ukrainians 
suffering losses at the rate of 10 to 1 compared to the Russians. Ritter called the "road to Rabotino" 
east of Zaporizhzhia "a highway to hell" 
 
Ritter is quite right.  Ukrainian forces are just getting slaughtered by well prepared Russian defenses, 
but more young Ukrainians are being sent to their deaths with each passing day. 
 
This "counter-offensive" was supposed to be the campaign that turned the tide of the war, but instead 
it is the Russians that are currently advancing... 
 
Russia claimed its troops had advanced three kilometres (two miles) along the Kupiansk front in 
northeastern Ukraine. 
 
The Russian defence ministry said that it had "improved" its standing along the front line in the last 
three days and continued to repel Ukrainian counter-attacks. 
 
"Over the past three days, the advance of Russian troops... amounted to 11 kilometres along the front 
and more than three kilometres deep into the enemy's defence," the ministry said. 
 
But instead of pushing for peace, the Biden administration continues to insist that we are going to 
pour more resources into this war "for as long as it takes", and so both sides just continue to escalate 
matters. 



 
 

On the other side of the planet, the Chinese continue to prepare for an invasion of Taiwan. 
 
And once the Chinese do invade, the U.S. and China will instantly be at war. 
 
Most Americans do not seem to understand how close we really are to such a scenario.  The Chinese 
government is absolutely obsessed with "reuniting" with Taiwan, and an eight part documentary was 
just released on Chinese television that is helping to mentally prepare the general public for the 
conflict that lies ahead... 
 
China has released a new documentary about the army's preparation to attack Taiwan and 
showcasing soldiers pledging to give up their lives if needed as Beijing continues to ramp up its 
rhetoric against the self-ruled island. 
 
"Chasing Dreams," an eight-part docuseries aired by state broadcaster CCTV earlier this week to 
mark the People Liberation Army's 96th anniversary, features military drills and testimonials by 
dozens of soldiers, of which several express their willingness to die in a potential attack against 
Taiwan. 
 
This eight part documentary would not be on state television if the central government did not want it 
there. 
 
In it, some members of the Chinese military express their intention to literally lay down their lives if 
that is what is necessary to take Taiwan... 
 
"If war broke out and the conditions were too difficult to safely remove the naval mines in actual 
combat, we would use our own bodies to clear a safe pathway for our (landing) forces," Zuo Feng, a 
frogman with the PLA Navy's minesweeper unit, said in a testimonial. 
 
Li Peng, a pilot from Wang Hai Squadron under the PLA Air Force, echoed his statement, saying his 
"fighter jet would be the last missile rushing towards the enemy if in a real battle, I had used up all my 
ammunition." 
 
Do you think that most U.S. soldiers have that same level of devotion in this day and age? 
 
Ultimately, the U.S. military could find itself fighting both Russia and China at the same time, and that 
is why an incident that just occurred off the coast of Alaska is so chilling... 
 
Eleven military vessels from China and Russia found operating near the Aleutian Islands last week 
were met by four U.S. Navy destroyers, Alaska's two U.S. senators said. 
 
The two Republican senators, Dan Sullivan and Lisa Murkowski, issued a joint news release 
Saturday night saying they had been briefed about the operation. 
 
"We have been in close contact with leadership from Alaska Command for several days now and 
received detailed classified briefings about the foreign vessels," Murkowski said. 
 
The Biden administration has been endlessly provoking the Russians and the Chinese, and this has 
just driven them into each other's arms. 
 



Before I end this article, I should also mention the North Koreans as well, because they just 
threatened to "annihilate" us before the end of this century... 
 
North Korea's Foreign Ministry this week vowed that the country would "annihilate" the United States, 
adding that the U.S. would be terminated this century. 
 
"Should the U.S. choose to offend our Republic, we will annihilate them by using all our military power 
that we have gathered so far," the North Korean diplomats said in a statement Thursday, the 70th 
anniversary of the Korean War armistice. 
 
"The Korean War in the last century marked the beginning of the downfall of the U.S. Now, the 21st 
century would see the irrevocable termination of the U.S. The rulers of the U.S. are well advised to 
forget, on no account, the lessons of history." 
 
We are certainly living during a time of "wars and rumors of wars", and I am entirely convinced that 
2024 is going to be such an important turning point. 
 
If the American people truly understood the horrors that the coming wars will cause, there would be 
millions of people protesting in the streets right now. 
 
But they don't. 
 
Most of us just assume that our leaders know exactly what they are doing and have everything under 
control. 
 
Unfortunately, the exact opposite is actually true. 
 
We are steamrolling toward global conflict, and most global leaders do not even seem interested in 
talking about peace at this stage. So the unthinkable is rapidly approaching, and most people will be 
absolutely blindsided by the nightmarish events that are about to unfold on our planet. 
 

--Michael Snyder 

 

The Global Fertility Industry Seeks To Erase Women From 
Procreation One Manufactured Egg At A Time 

BY: JORDAN BOYD 

As scientists ramp up their fantasies about fabricated female gametes, concerns 

about technology outpacing our humanity should be high. 

The campaign to erase women has officially escalated to leaving them out of the sacred act of 
reproduction. 

For years, researchers, celebrities, and OB-GYNs have touted making babies outside of the bedroom 
as a novelty attraction available for anyone willing to pay. Millions of test tube babies and a million more 
frozen embryos later, the global fertility industry has found a new way to create life without a key natural 
component: women. 
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The Economist ran a series of articles in “Technology Quarterly” this month advocating for the 
expansion of assisted reproductive technology to in vitro gametogenesis (IVG), an experimental 
procedure that involves reprograming adult male stem cells to become usable eggs. 

At least one of the stories acknowledges that outsourcing reproduction through existing technology like 
in vitro fertilization is “failing most women.” Already, countries, states, and healthcare facilities are 
grappling with how to handle ethical, moral, and legal crises like commercial surrogates with cancer and 
gay men who want taxpayers to fund the creation of motherless children. 

As biotechnologists ramp up their fantasies about facilities filled with artificial wombs, 
dehumanizing “gene editing,” and now, fabricated female gametes, concerns about technology 
outpacing our humanity should be high. 

The solution the British publication repeatedly prescribes to its readers, however — speeding up 
technical advancements to meet the rapidly growing desire of infertile or sexually incompatible adults 
to have children — falls prey to one of the biggest scams sold by the multi-billion dollar babymaking 
business. 

The idea that humans can somehow circumvent their natural reproductive limits because of their desire 
to have children whenever they want is dangerous — it has led to the pain, suffering, 
and death of women and unborn babies. 

Yet, scientists have proved over and over and over that they will continue to pursue unethical means 
to justify such ends. 

Of Mice And Men 

Enter Dr. Katsuhiko Hayashi, a Japanese researcher who, after decades of stem cell research, recently 
used stem cells converted from the skin on male mice tails paired with artificial ovaries to grow oocytes 
ready for fertilization by another male mouse. 

The products of the two male mice were then placed for gestation in surrogate female mice. Of the 630 
embryos manufactured with manipulated stem cell eggs and obtained sperm, more than half a dozen 
baby mice were born and appeared to mature without any defects. 

Instead of approaching this new IVG technology with a critical eye, media outlets everywhere praised 
the discovery as a step towards human same-sex reproduction. In the Economist’s recent article 
titled “New ways of making babies are on the horizon,” the author called Hayashi’s work one of many 
“feats of reproductive wizardry” and pondered how long it would take researchers to make the 
technology mainstream. 

“Henry Greely of Stanford University, a legal scholar who specialises in the ethics of new biotech, 
thinks IVG may within a few decades be widely used even by those who have no fertility problems,” the 
article suggests. “The reasoning is that, if IVG proves capable of producing viable eggs in copious 
amounts, it could allow the production of a large enough number of embryos to allow screening for a 
wide number of genetic traits, and that could be something many parents might want.” 

Hayashi admits that elevating the technology beyond rodents will take time and face ethical hurdles. 

“It (will be) difficult to produce babies from male-male (human) couples because of both technical and 
ethical reasons,” Hayashi told eager members of the press. “But it is theoretically possible to produce 
babies from male-male couples, as shown in this study.” 
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Yet, he’s already begun working with Silicon Valley startups to potentially mainstream the technology 
for humans. 

“I myself am gay and something I’m very personally interested in in terms of how it could allow people 
like me to be able to have biological children with their partners,” Matt Krisiloff, founder of fertility 
research company Conception, explained in a video interview with The Economist. 

Conception’s website states its interest in the technology rests in the idea that it “would give women 
the opportunity to have children well into their forties and fifties, eliminate barriers for couples suffering 
from infertility, and potentially allow male-male couples to have biological children.” 

Other beneficiaries, The Economist says, would be “women with low ovarian reserves” 
and “transgender women.” 

Eventually, Krisiloff’s company hopes to use the technology to empower the type of genetic testing that 
lets parents replace the inherent value of life with a numeric placeholder. 

“This could become one of the most important technologies ever created,” Conception’s front page 
suggests. 

Salt In The Wound 

Krisiloff’s background is in artificial intelligence. He was a founding member of Open AI, the company 
that created ChatGPT. As I’ve written in previous articles, the similarities in the AI and ART industries 
begin with a driving desire to propel humans beyond the natural limits of our bodies and minds. 

Krisiloff’s expressed desire to offer parenthood to not just those who can afford it but those who 
deliberately choose to leave half of a procreator out of the process is a recipe for disaster. More 
importantly, it seeks to deliberately sideline women from something only possible because of them. 

Women, especially those who are strapped for cash, already face commodification from the fertility 
industry through ever-popular egg “donation” and rent-a-womb contracts. If they are willing to sign on 
a dotted line that binds them to sacrificing their bodies, women and the babies born of their eggs or 
womb are forever opened to a world of pain and suffering for the sake of someone else’s desires. 

Creating and raising a child between two men or two women, studies show, deliberately puts 
the children being bought in these scenarios at a lifelong disadvantage. Kids who are born and raised 
by their married biological mother and father are more likely to lead healthier, safer, and better-educated 
lives well above the poverty line, not any other way. 

Women aren’t just necessary for raising healthy children, they are necessary for creating those children. 
No matter how hard scientists try to distance themselves from the sacred act of reproduction, humans 
can’t permanently bypass biology without suffering moral, ethical, and physical consequences. 
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Extent Of De-Banking Revealed: Nearly One Million UK 
Accounts Shut In Past Four Years 

Bank of England 

POSTED BY: KURT ZINDULKA VIA BREITBART      TECHNOCRACY.NEWS 
Nigel Farage is taking on the global bank cartel on two counts: De-banking based on political views and forcing 

cash out of society. Britain is the canary in the coal mine because the Bank of England is arguably the most 

powerful central bank in the world. BoE is pushing its member banks to crush opposition while taking over all 

monetary policies. 

The war between central banks and their respective governments is fully in the open. The concept of 
the nation-state is over, they reason, and therefore their singular clients are not clients any more. In the 
UK, the BoE’s iron teeth have come out and the government appears to be powerless and unwilling to 

challenge it.⁃ TN Editor 

Big banks in the United Kingdom have shut down nearly a million accounts over the past four years, a 
paper revealed amid the ongoing scandal of Brexit leader Nigel Farage being debanked for his political 
opinions. 

A report from the Mail on Sunday revealed that banks are on pace to set a record number of closures 
this year, with 200,000 accounts having already been closed since the start of the year, This puts the 
banks on pace to top the number seen last year, which stood at 343,350, a Freedom of Information 
request to the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) revealed. 

In total, nearly one million accounts have been closed over the past four years, alone. However, the 
paper noted that this figure may be underestimating the true scale of account closures, given that it 
only reflects accounts closed over concerns of financial crimes, and therefore would not include cases 

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2023/08/07/big-banks-in-britain-have-shut-nearly-one-million-accounts-over-past-four-years/
https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/saving/article-12375947/One-MILLION-bank-accounts-closed-just-four-years.html


like that of Nigel Farage, who had his Coutts account shut because the bankers determined that he did 
“not align” with the bank’s values. 

In response to the Farage revelations, Prime Minister Rishi Sunak’s government is preparing legislation 
to be introduced in the autumn that would mandate that banks give at least a 90-day warning to 
customers before their accounts are closed and provide a reason for the decision, except for instances 
when doing so would hinder a police investigation. 

However, others have called on the government to go further, with the founder of the campaign group 
Fairer Finance telling the MoS: “I think the legislation should go further and limit banks to closing 
accounts only when there is clear evidence of criminal activity.” 

There have also been suggestions that the government may require banks to pledge to protect the 
principle of freedom of expression or face having their licence to lend in Britain revoked. 

Meanwhile, on Sunday, Mr Farage also revealed that the banking group at the heart of his debanking 
scandal, NatWest, is preparing to introduce new restrictions on customer’s ability to use cash. 

“From September the 11th, NatWest will be limiting cash that you can deposit and cash that you can 
take out and they keep the absolute right to refuse cash. They even keep the right to refuse checks, 
basically, they want everything to be electronic,” he revealed on his YouTube channel on Sunday 
evening. 

The attack on the ability to use cash is not only happening in the UK. In Australia, for example, banks 
such as ANZ and NAB recently announced that they would be banning cash withdrawals over the 
counter at some of their branches and that customers would need to specifically contact tellers ahead 
of time to schedule a physical withdrawal. 

Speaking to Breitbart News Daily on SiriusXM radio last week, Mr Farage warned that with the rise of 
a cashless society, the West is at risk of having something akin to the Chinese social credit score being 
instituted through the banking system. 

“What we do know is the British clearing banks are now working with some of the credit agencies to 
put in place word checks on the social media accounts of their customers. You can see the direction… 
we are literally on the verge of this happening. So we really have to start shouting,” Mr Farage said. 
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